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n Gold rose today in Asian session, climbing further away from last week's 5-
1/2-month lows on short-covering as the dollar weakened and physical buying
in Asia supported prices.

n Donald Trump's U.S. presidential election victory initially saw a flight to safe-
haven assets such as gold but the run reversed as the dollar and bond yields
surged on expectations of higher U.S. spending and interest rates.

.

n Spot gold was up 0.3 percent at $1,217.35 an ounce, though analysts saw the
gains as short-lived. The previous day, bullion advanced 0.4 percent to snap
three sessions of losses. U.S. gold futures were up 0.6 percent at $1,217 per
ounce, after rising as high as $1,220.90.

..

n We see this as a short-covering rally rather than a fundamental change. A rise
in equities and the dollar were signs of sustained pressure on gold in the
medium term.

n Recent gold lows had spurred physical buying by bargain hunters, Khan said,
but this could establish a floor for bullion rather than push it higher. Right now
we are just not sure where that floor is.

n Gold has fallen more than $100 an ounce from its post-election peak on Nov.
9 as U.S. Treasury yields posted their biggest two-week rise in more than five
years and the dollar shot higher. But the dollar weakened yesterday, supporting
bullion.

n The dollar index, which measures the greenback against a basket of main
currencies, slipped a further 0.2 percent, after snapping a 10-day rising streak
on Monday. The expected rise in U.S. interest rates in December is also
preventing gold from gaining further, traders said. Gold is highly sensitive to
rising interest rates, which lift the opportunity cost of holding non-yielding assets
such as bullion.

Gold prices consolidated on Monday, hovering near

support just above the May lows at 1,199. Resistance

on the yellow metal is seen near the 10-day moving

average at 1,234.  The consolidation came as the

dollar took a break from its robust rally, and the

Bundesbank stated that additional stimulus was not

needed.  The relative strength index (RSI) continued

to form a bottom, reflecting decelerating negative

momentum, as it prints at 28, below the oversold trigger

level of 30 which could foreshadow a correction.The

Bundesbank has chimed in and doesn�t see need for

more action. The German central bank in its latest

monthly bulletin sounded quite upbeat saying that

confidence improved markedly and that underlying

cyclical momentum is quite strong, with Q4 GDP growth

set to pick up considerably from the slightly weaker

than expected third quarter.
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n SPDR Gold Trust, said its holdings fell 0.71 percent

to 908.77 tonnes on Monday. Holdings have fallen

3.6 percent so far this month

n Gold futures advanced from the lowest since

February as the dollar declined

n The Dollar Spot Index fell for the first time in four

days

n Gold is recovering after President-elect Donald

Trump�s pledge to cut U.S. taxes and boost

infrastructure spending

n Gold for December delivery climbed 0.1 percent

to settle at $1,209.80 an ounce
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n Oil prices rose today in European trading session to their highest this month
as a growing consensus emerged in the market that OPEC would overcome
internal disputes and scepticism to strike a deal that materially reduces crude
output.

n But some warned a failure by the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting
Countries to reach agreement at a Nov. 30 meeting, or effectively implement
it, would send prices crashing as a two-year glut of crude remained unabated.

n U.S. West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude futures CLc1 were up 68 cents, or
1.4 percent, at $48.92 a barrel. Prices were boosted by comments from a
Nigerian official attending an OPEC technical meeting, which is trying to hammer
out details of a deal, that it was likely all countries would be "on board" by the
end of today�s session.

n OPEC is trying to bring its 14 member states, including regional foes Saudi
Arabia and Iran, and non-OPEC producer Russia to agree on a coordinated
cut to prop up the market by bringing production into line with consumption.

n The organization had said at the end of September it aimed to cut production
to between 32.5 million and 33 million barrels per day compared to its recent
record output of around 33.8 million bpd.

n Since then, doubts weighed over whether Saudi Arabia and Iran could put their
geopolitical disputes aside and whether countries whose finances are in dire
straits due to low oil prices would resist the urge to pump crude at high rates.

n Our view is primarily based on the belief that the single most important country
in OPEC, Saudi Arabia, wants it, and that the ability of a number of suspected
cheaters to cheat is constrained. While a ceiling for overall OPEC production
may be agreed by Nov. 30, it is unclear whether clear quotas per member state
would be set.

.

.

The crude oil market took off to the upside, gapping

immediately on Monday. We are testing the bottom of

the previous uptrend line, so unless you are already

long of this market, you may want to look for an

exhaustive candle at this uptrend line that the sellers

will get involved in. After all, it should now be resistive,

so I would be a bit cautious about getting into the

market now. However, if we break above the top of

the trend line we will then race towards the $49 level.

At this point, the gap also should be filled, so that gives

us another reason to think that perhaps the sellers get

involved. Until I see some type of clear sell signal, I

will probably stand on the sidelines as the longer-term

uptrend line had collapsed recently. Momentum is

positive as the MACD index generated a buy signal.

The index has crossed from negative to positive territory

confirming the buy signal.

n Oil climbed to a three-week high as Iran signaled

optimism that OPEC will agree to a supply-cut

deal

n Iraq said it will make new proposals to help bolster

unity before next week�s meeting in Vienna

n Oil has rebounded from an eight-week low on

Nov. 14 as members of the OPEC make renewed

diplomatic efforts

n U.S crude futures were up 68 cents, or 1.4 percent,

at $48.92 a barrel

n Analysts at RBC said they believed a deal would

be reached
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n Silver found support above the $16.50 level on Monday, but the dollar�s resilience
against the dollar and yen was an important factor curbing underlying support
and prices made little headway.

n After the sharp decline to near $16.50 during the New York session on Friday,
prices stabilised late in the session and opened around the $16.70 area in Asia
on Monday.

n The latest weekly COT data recorded a small decline in non-commercial long
silver positions to just over 62,500 contracts from over 65,000 previously week.
There has been no major shift in positioning over the past month, although the
longer-term perspective is significant as there has not been a short position
for over five years.

n Although there is the potential for further position liquidation on adverse
fundamental developments, there is likely to be robust buying on dips. The
dollar remained a crucial focus during the day following trade-weighted gains
to the highest level for over 13 years seen last week.

n There was an underlying dollar correction weaker during the European session
with the trade-weighted index edging back below the 101.00 level from highs
above 101.50 last week.

n There was also a slight recovery in global bond markets and a small retreat
in yields had some beneficial impact on precious metals prices. The US currency
continued to gain strong support on dips against the Euro and yen, which
helped offset the impact of gains in commodity currencies during the day.

n The weaker US currency helped silver advance to highs around $16.85 early
in the European session, but there was selling interest on rallies and prices
retreated back towards $16.65 late in the U.S session with gold unable to
provide strong support as rallies faded just above the $1,215 per ounce level.

Silver markets rose slightly and as we continue to see

quite a bit of volatility. The $17 level above is massively

resistive, and as a result I think it�s only a matter of

time before the sellers get involved. At the first

opportunity, I will start shorting exhaustion as this

market continues to show that the US dollar has been

working against the value of precious metals in general.

I have no understand buying, at least not at the moment.

It is not until I see a long-term candle that I can get

involved to the upside. Silver is sitting near the center

of an air pocket. As we have noted on several occasions

there is nothing substantial to the left until around

16/15.80. Until support is met, as long as silver stays

below the low 17s, the path of least resistance will

remain lower. Bounces and consolidations are viewed

as potential opportunities for shorts to add to existing

positions or open new trades.

n Silver was little changed despite a broad rally in

commodities that extended to gold

n U.S dollar lost some of its zest following its biggest

two-week gain in 20 months

n March silver futures held relatively steady at

$16.74 a troy ounce on the Comex division of the

New York Mercantile Exchange

n Silver declined nearly 4% last week and has

plunged 9% since November 4, as the US dollar

reasserted its dominance

n The markets have placed a more than 95%

likelihood of a December liftoff
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